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Do we know in circuit-level detail how brain 
implements at least one ML algorithm? 
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Do we know in circuit-level detail how brain 
implements at least one ML algorithm? 

Yes: RL (or at least a simple instance)



Circuit-level understand of RL



Circuit-level understand of RL

“Node perturbation” in each of many
parallel “channels” through striatum

Ultimately “consolidated” into 
cortico-cortical connections



Circuit-level understand of RL

Deep synapse-level circuit 
reconstructions validate 
predictions of this theory



RL in the (songbird) brain does not use 
one monolithic reward

Spatially segregated circuits see distinct reinforcers

Reinforcers are internally-generated 
(e.g., based on comparison to stored tutor song template)



What about in mammals?

Various neural pathways such as the acetylcholine system 
could support something like multiple cost or reward 
functions applied to different sub-circuits.



What about in mammals?
Complex cortical networks feeding into something like a “value function”?

Randall O’Reilly



Do we know in circuit-level detail how brain 
implements a multi-layer credit assignment 
mechanism of similar power to backprop? 
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Do we know in circuit-level detail how brain 
implements a multi-layer credit assignment 
mechanism of similar power to backprop? 

Trick question: but there are ideas...



Idea:



Does the need to 
implement a powerful 
learning algorithm 
underly the cellular 
complexity of cortical 
micro-circuits?
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Can such ideas be validated?

Clever experimental design with 
“brain computer interface” 
experiment in animals might allow 
us to tease out credit assignment 
mechanisms from movies of 
neurons firing (calcium imaging)

Rewards are made contingent on 
the firing of particular neurons on 
the circuit



Other interpretations of cortical circuit
In other interpretations, cortical 
circuit architecture is determined 
more by the need for complex 
inference (e.g., as in message 
passing algorithms for graphical 
models of particular structures) 

Rather than by the need for 
weight transport for deep 
learning-like multilayer credit 
assignment



Other interpretations of cortical circuit

In yet other interpretations, 
cortical circuits reflect 
energy-based models that 
incorporate both top-down prior 
information and bottom-up 
sensory information into the 
energy function

Such models are meant to explain 
perceptual phenomena in a 
“perception as inference” 
framework 



Content-addressable memory in brain
The hippocampus looks like a 
content-addressable memory 
system taking input from many 
higher cortical areas

Pattern separation (dentate 
gyrus), pattern completion (CA3), 
and reconstruction (CA1)

Not just for spatial navigation...



Content-addressable memory in brain
To a degree one can even see 
“pattern completion” happening in 
activity recordings...

http://staff.itee.uq.edu.au/janetw/cmc/chapters/Hopfield/



Content-addressable memory in brain

To a degree one can even see 
“pattern completion” happening in 
activity recordings...



Using such mechanisms for symbolic processing? 



Looking to the future: better circuit level data
IARPA MICRONS (2015-2020) 1mm^3 scale circuits (mouse brain ~500 mm^3, human ~500,000 mm^3)



Looking to the future: better circuit level data

1980s
Connectome
~2020
Full activity map

~2020
Connectome

~2025-2030?



Take-home messages: circuits part

Some algorithms being used in ML (and we’ve only covered a subset here) have biologically plausible 
hypothesized mappings onto neural circuits, but much remains to be understood and validated

For some ML concepts, like reinforcement learning or pattern completion, there are detailed mapping to 
particular types and circuits of cells in the brains of birds or mammals

There are many basic things we still don’t know, like how uniform the cortex is, whether some approximation 
of backprop is used by the brain, how the brain represents probabilities or does something like Bayesian 
inference, whether it uses symbolic mechanisms, and so on

Technologies have scaled activity recording from a handful of cells to thousands and can start to be more 
useful to address these issues, while connectomics has scaled to the level of a fly brain and there is a major 
push to scale it to a mammal brain

Still early days, but we see hints that circuit neuroscience can inform AI more deeply in next 10-15 years...


